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ABSTRACT

Many researchers around the u:orld yvork on sltorl term electricity denrand.forecastirtg (STLF) in. order to establish
an accurate pow'er planning and. generation s)-stem in tlteir countries. This research, with its .focus ott. short-ternr
locrd forecastin.g, ainn to.fiLl this gap by intplementing tyvo nlethodologie.r based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
and Atrtoregressive Integrated Movirtg Average (ARIMA) applied oil a set of half an hourly load demand data of sir
years, provided by Ceylon Electricity, Boord in Sri Lanka. The data of .first Jive 1,ears (-70c/o of the dataset) were
used to train. the algorithnts and those o.f the last y'ear (-307c o.f the dataset) were used .for testing. The effect of
Itistorical Load dentcnd pattents on making tlte prediction of the next 21 hours were studied. Moreover, y;ith the

hi.Etorical dattt, unlike in most literature v;hich .forecasts orit' one vaLue (either peak load clenrand qf tlte dq, or onL1,

the loaddenrund o.f the next half an hour), the tlennnd of the entire dat (48 r,olues,fot'each haLf an hour) isforecasted
dt once. The predictiorts obtained b), the oppliccttiott ctf ANN were compat'ed u,ith those of ARIMA methodologl-
which is a benchmark o.f contpariltg predit'tiotrs in STLF. None of the appLiccLtions provided dcviated predictions
compared to each other cutd ANN ccut be used to preclict the next da1' half-hourb, e\"rrrrrrr, dernand since the

application was successful in gra.spirtg the periodic patterns that exist in hcLLf lrcturly series.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In electrical generation, short term electricity dcmand

fbrecasting plays a supreme role as the main target o1'

power generation sector of a country is to provide a
continuous and uninterrupted power supply to the

people. Demand tbrecasting has been studied since

the 1960's. A demand forecasting strategy with
higher accuracy is vital in order to establish an

accurate power planning and generation procedurL'in

a country. In addition to that, dcmand lbrecasting tbr

a short tirne period is vcry esscntial. In order to utilize
the above sources efficiently to meet thc load

demand, scheduling of power gcnerati()n is c'sscntial

as generators cannot be started up and shut down

instantly and some types ol plants (c.g. thermal)

involve a startup and shutdown cost. Therclbrc, it is

essential to lbrccast the load demand tbr a short

period ol'tirnc (c.g. 24 hours) and to prepare a power

generation plan lor that period.

Many resetrrchers around the world have investigated

load lorecasting nlodels based on various forecasting

techniques to prcparc a better generation plan. They

have classified load lbrecasting into three or fbur
categories according to the time span. Singh et al.

(2013) have divided load fbrecasting into threc

categorics, i.c. short-tcrm lbrccasts which are usually

from one hour to one-week, medium forecasts which

are usually I}om a wcck to a ycar, and long-term

lorecasts whicl.r arc lon-eer than a year. According to
Z<:r et al. (2011), there are tbur categories of electric

load lbrccasting with respr-ct to tirnc span. i.c. lclng-

tcrm where 3-year and 50-year electric load is

predicted, medium-term where the lbrccast ranges

fiom 2 weeks to 3 years, and short-term electric load

lbrecasting (or short-term Ioad fbrecasting, generally

abbreviated as STLF in the literature), which rcltrs to
hour, day or week ahead predictions, and vcry short-

term electric load lbrecasling which inclucles 1'ew

minutes to an hour ahcad ftlrecasting ol electric loads

Yang (1974), Lcc et al. (1992) and Al-Harnadi and

Soliman (2004).

For strategic planning ol' the development ol' thc

electric power systems, both lon,-terrn and medium-

term forecasts have significant advantages which

include scheduling of construction of new generation

and transmission capacity, maintenance scheduling,

as well as long-term demand side measurement and

management planning (Amjadi 2001). However, an

accurate STLF technique can reduce operating costs,

keep energy markets efficient, and provide a better

understanding of the dynamics of the monitored

system. Out of the load forecasting systems, STLF is

a method where historical data are fine-tuned using

more recent data. In addition to that, main

requirements of the STLF process are accuracy and

reliability. Further, it is preferred if the forecasting

process can be automated (Y ang I97 4). Therefore, it
is very important to maintain an error-reduced

forecasting plan for the next 24 hours and to prepare

a power generation plan for that period since there is

not a well-planned strategy to forecast load for the

next day yet.

In Sri Lanka, the electricity generation authorities

forecast the next day demand based on the demand

history. First, the elecnicity demand pattern during

the 24 hours' period, prior to the required time slot,

is manually matched with the load demand pattern in
history. Then the best match is found and the pattern

following that best match will be considered as the

forecasted pattern for the next 24 hours. However,

this technique leaves room for forecasting errors

according to the study carried out by Somarathne et

al. (2020). Accordingly, there is a necessity of more

research to study the interrelationships among daily
patterns in forecasting the demand for next 24 hours.

In implementations of STLF, Autoregressive

Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) modelling has

been used as a sophisticated benchmark and

exponential smoothing techniques including Holt
Winters method have been used in many research

investigations; Taylor (2003), Taylor et al. (2006)

and Taylor (2010). With the use of computing

technologies for load forecasting fuzzy logic systems

and neural network systems are used to model the

complexity and nonlinear behaviour of load data by

Abraham et al. (2001) and Liu et al. (1996). Some

researchers pay their attention on artificial neural

networks and a great number of papers reported

successful investigations with them (e.g. Hippert et

al., 2OOl), but it is still not clear whether neural
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networks and more complex non-linear models

outperform simpler and more standard forecasting
procedures such as ARIMA modelling and

exponential smoothing techniques. When
considering multivariate nonlinear techniques,

artificial neural network methods have been used by
using weather variables in some research papers as in
Taylor et al. (2002), and Khan et al. (2004).

In this study, short term load forecasting for 24 hours

ahead based on half hourly electricity demand in Sri
Lanka will be investigated by using Seasonal

ARIMA modelling and Artificial Neural Network
modelling. Then the accuracy measures of both
models were compared to each other by considering
forecasts of the selected two weeks.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.lData collection

Half hourly electricity load demand (in MW) in Sri
Lanka from 0llOIl20O9 to 31ll2l2ol4 was

considered for the analysis by assuming that the

demand is equal to the generation.

The data of 2009-2013 (-707o of the dataset) were

used to train the algorithm and data of2014 (-307o of
the dataset) were used for testing as given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Data allocation for Training and
Testing

The next day load will be predicted using, ARMA
methodology and Artificial Neural Network. So, the

load series was divided into 48 numbers of individual
time series (based on half hours) and the proposed

nrethodologies wcre applied to each series.

E.g.

f er 11...,,.- ] is tlre lold r:f r:' half nn hour of ai "' da1'of

!.r. ! .

- ]..,,. 
r

the oc ,r'ear a ;r : 1.1..-...,1$.;r = 1.1......--1di and

o:1.1-1.J j

H n lf h o u ll1' e ler t ric in' d eru a nr! s of 6r'r 1*m r s :

Ploposed techdques n ele applied to earlr lralf houllr"

selies

Accordingly. half hourly elcctricity demands were

predicted fbr the wecks 0.1" 07't'January 2011, l"-
7't' February 20ll ancl 0l't 07't' Octctber 2014.

2.2 Technology

Seasonal ARIMA Technology

The each hall' hourly series were checkcd lor
stationary and if so, the series was dil'lcrenced to
make i1 stiltionary befbre applying ARIMA.

The autocorrelation Iunction of each series was

plrrltcd ltr ohscrr c non-5tu1jonrrr.

E.-u. consider the serics ol electricity dernand during
the half'an hour 7.00pm-7.30prr in Figure 2(a) and

Fi_qure 2(b).

_i :

Training Data (2014)

Autocorrelation Function for TS37
(v/lth 5'ri. slgnifi.rrce linlti ao. the nstoccrrelationr)(a)
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Figure 2(a)
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(b) .,,*l$:::l::T::'lilL:'li::l::1,,,

I a.J

Figure 2(b)

Figure 2: Plots of Autocorrelation functions with
respect to 37th half an hour (Lag in days)

Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show annual, weekly and daily
periodic patterns in the series, and it is seen that the

llrst I'ew lags do not decay to zero immediately. This

reveals that the series is stationary. Therelbrc,

difl'erencing of the series is needed kr make the selies

stalionary.

Based on tl.re patterns exhibited in ACF, each of 11,,/

wtrs dil'lerenced at lags 1, 7 and 365 according to the

annual and weekly patterns that exist in load as

fbllows. Then, 48 ARMA models werc dcveloped tcr

lbrecast load of each half an hour for one week aheacl.

The model fbrmats whioh were shown by the rnodels

were stored separately.

Considering the load demand serie s of each ir up to

3 l't December 20 I 3 , the load denrand of the weeks

}ln - 07h JanuarT, 2011. 01" - 07't' Februarl' 2014

and 0l't - 07't' October 2014 with respect to cach n

were fbrecasted.

Identification of tenl.ativc modcls is the first step of
ARIMA methodology. Identiflcation consists of
specitying the appropriate structure (AR. MA or

ARMA) and order of rnodel. It is sometimes done by

looking at plots of the sample autocorrelation (act)

and the sarnple partial autocorrelation Iunction
(pacf). Tentative models under each case will be

identitled. Then, the accuracy rneasures will be

compared between each tentative models under ctrch

case and two models will be finalized under each

case. The coeflicients which are obtained by the

models were considered, will be estimated and then

diagnostic checking or verification will be

performed. In this step, two important elements of
checking are to test that the residuals ofthe model are

random, and to ensure that the estimated parameters

are statistically significant. Usually, the fitting
process is guided by the principle of parsimony, by
which the best model is the simplest possible model

- the model with the fewest parameters and reduced

error that adequately describes the data.

Artificial Neural Network

In this method, artificial neural networks were built
with the intention to provide a better forecast of load

demand of electricity for the next24 hours. Here, the

load demand of electricity of ns half hour of the next

day was predicted using the load demand of the same

half hour of history through an artificial neural

network. Thus, 48 neural networks were developed

with respect to each half hourly series. This can be

illustrated using the following diagramme (Figure 3).

For an artificial neural network, several parameters

are to be selected appropriately to come up with the

best architecture. They are the number of layers, the

number of nodes in each layer and the number of arcs

which interconnect with the nodes. Other network

design decisions include the selection of activation

functions of the hidden and output nodes, the training
algorithm, data transformation or normalization

methods, training and test datasets, and performance

measures. Initially, the first five years of the original
dataset were taken as the training dataset in creating

the neural network, and it was tested for the last year

(of the original dataset).

Figure 4 illustrates the neural network designed for
the load demand prediction for the nextZ( hours. Let

d= no of historical demands and m=no of neurons in

the hidden layer.

Consider the load demand series of nth Half hour {L*}
in Figure 4.
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48 numbers of 'neural network models were

developed with the use of the following inputs.

Suppose we need to forecast the demand of ith half an

hour of the day - D , year- Y Xi,p,y

Following Inputs were considered.

-Xi.o-r.v

- Xi.o r,v
- Xi-r,o-r,v

- Xi.o.Y-t

- Xi.o-t.v-t

- Xi,o r,v r

After sevcral trials with the afbresaid inputs, the

Iollowing inputs have been identilied as the ntost

eflective inputs in order to increase thc nrodel

accuracy.

Inputs - Xi,o-t.y
- Xi.o;,v
- X;-r.o-r.v

- Xi.o,v r

Afier scveral trials, the rnost apprr)priate structures

werc selected. Table 1 provides a description fbr the

created artillcial neural nctworks fbr each casc

Table 1: Informative Neural Network

Thcn. the load demand of the weeks }l't -07't'

Januarl'2014. 0l' -07'h February,20l4 and 0llt - 07h

October 2014 with respect to cach ,? were fbrecasted.

Checking Model Accuracy

The electricity demands of selected weeks were

forecasted using ARIMA modelling technique and

ANN.

Then, the below mentioned accuracy measures

RMSE- Root Mean Square Eror, NRMSE-

Normalized Root Mean Square

Error, MAE - Mean Absolute Error, MAPE -Mean
Absolute Percentage Error, Coefflcient of
Determination (Rr) and ME-Mean Error of the

linalized ARIMA models and ANN models will be

compared to lind the applicability of ANN as a better

technique to fbrecast the electricity demand one day

ahead.

Let the accuracy measures.

RMSE

NRMSE

Z',=r(* ou,,, - * *o u",,,)'

-i*,Y
MAE

1>lr,r,, -r.oo",,l
f ?l 

('D\'I

MAPE

100
x(rD,t.t

Coelrtciertr oJ Detenttinution (R2) I - (NnNUtSn)'

where, J,,6,,; is the observed/nctual demand fbr itl'

half an hour. J,,,,1,r,/is the modeled/predicted value

tor ith half an hour, xo6, is the mean of observed

demand. and r is the number of demand values in

the series.

lxour,i - x^ota,il *

UQ*,,
j=1

1$
.. /-,t i=l

r . ,l
i=t 

(X,,/,.r., x,n,,,1"1.; )

Parameter Value

No of hidden
Iavers

lnnut Variables
No of input
Patterns t826
\o of outputs 1

Iransfer function Flyperbolic tangent sigmoid
fiansfer function

lraining function Lraining function that uses

Levenberg-Marcluardt
optimization
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Table 2: Model Formats Observed for each half our demand serie
\lODEL

i (t-dBIl -@,f:t'f,y,,,t., -(t -1r,8)(t- o,n'lt-0,n"''L. ,\

I

1

$ -,t, tt \,,,,,,t., - (t - r, /r)h - 0. B" Il- r,rJ *' )d, tl

| - O, B\ -,y.8^ 1y,,,r., - (t - a, nlr - a. p]\ a1 g\ - I

t-Q,B\r.,,,.t,:(t-lr,B)(r -0,8' \t-0,8"'b, R

(t -p,a)(t -g,t)'1y,,,.t,=1r -arlr ,48'lt -d,du,!, c

(.1-S B\1r,,,,x,-(1-ra)(1 -(7.8 lr-a^,i" I, B

l0 (l-r,,BIt -g,t)' ly.,,r, -lt - 0,f)'lt-r,,8' It * 0,tt'"'l:.,\
(r,4n[r-,A/r'[t jl./]'[2,,r =tiffi
0 1,,a\t /"8'lr d,B'{1t d,E'..7,,,.r. =(l 11B)

(r-4z,'Xr AB'".[,

$- Q,RV,,,,x, (l-, tr)11 - r,R'Il - o.R'" \,, B

(t -,tr, g frt -,i,. 1s- yu.,,,.', (r - o z;;(i -73rft 1731,,
\t ,p,n\y,,,,.t, -(t 0.u)(t d.B'It p.B'"')c, B

l*,pn'fi-,7,a'It-d.r' Ir-,ry){r-r'lt-a,,'h, -lt-0Rl(t-0.rr,[r*a,r,.'],. r,:

lt *4t,8\y,,,,.t,:(r-d.B)(r -e:B- {t-d.r,"!, u

It Ot)lt l,,B:h d.B'\t (.,t' Ir a)[r n'Xl Br.:)r, =(r a,r,[r ..rr,oi[-
l2 (l -/, r)(r - O:B: \t- irIr - r- ]l - /,'"' ir, = (r - a r)(r - H. tJ, h- 4/r.' !, A

(l (rBXl -,7.a'ly,,^'.-(t 0,8\t 0-R' [t r;,r-r"'[i i

.15 I BIr B'll . Bro' )r, = (r a ri {r d..B' ll .i 8,", )r, H

| -(t,tlNy,,,,.r,-(t-a,lt)(t ar'[t r,r,/Ju* )e,, tt

11 r-l{r -/J'lt -r'"'h l-o ny\t-c.r{\t-H.8":b, rl
48
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3. RESULTS"& DISCUSSION

Seasonal ARIMA

Each half-hourly series were converted into

stationary by differencing in order to apply Seasonal

ARIMA.
The finalized 48 numbers of seasonal ARIMA
models with respect to each half an hour were stored

in Table 2.

Letgao = (1 - B)(1 - B')(L - B36s) .

TableZ consists of the ARIMA models obtained for
each half hourly series. According to the model

formats in Table 2, model format B is the most

frequently resulting model among 48 numbers of half
hourly demand series. Most of the half hourly
demand series recorded during the day time

demonstrate the model format B. According to the

obtained models, the demand of the same half an hour

in the previous day is highly correlated with that of
the next day. Also, the demand of the same half an

hour is highly conelated with that of the day before

the previous day and the same day of the last week

according to the other models such as A, C and G.

Artificial neural network

The following parameters were considered as the

inputs to 48 numbers of neural networks by trialing
several sets of inputs.

Forecast the demand of ith half an hour of the day -
D, year- Y Xi.o,v

Inputs -&,o-r,y, Xi,o-7,y, Xi-r,o-r,y, Xi,o,y-r

Table 3: Accuracy measures of all techniques for
the week 1.-l-2014 to 7-'1,-20'1,4

According to the accuracy measures in Table 3,

ARIMA approach resulted in better lorecasting

during the week 1-1-2014 tol-1-2014.

Actual demand Vs Predicted demand for the
week 1-1-2014 to 7 -l-2O14

ioN66doNomioNim6NooN$@@od3idiliilN

Half hour

ACtuaI ARIMA NN

Figure 5: Actual Demand Vs Predicted Demand
obtained by models during 1-l-20L4 to 7 -l-2014

Table 4: Accuracy measures of all techniques for

the week "1.-2-2014 to 7 -2-2014

Table 5: Accuracy measure of all techniques for
the week l-10-2014 to 7 -10-2014

t
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0.,1332 1 30.919 7.3951 81 .511 0.8 r23
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a
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ARIMA 0.2904 87.8026 4.7280 60.0652 0.9157

ANN 032t2 97.1261 5.8009 73.3915 0.8968

Ela
a
z

ria Fr

z
Ii
a
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z 0.2554 75.4554 4.6329 60.2893 0.9348

zz
0.2220 65.1218 1.1177 51.8170 0.9507
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Day
ARIMA ANN
NRMSE RMSE MAPE MAE NRMSE RMSE MAPE MAE

1.1.20t4 0.5126 128.637 8.5420 105.-598r 0.4418 712.3715 75387 91.1397
2.-1.2014 0.2873 99.7026 6.3614 79.3216 0.4145 t64.6483 9.9451 140.25tt
3-t-2014 0.3042 93.0110 4.1128 54.4319 0.2214 61.6919 4.6069 55.2543
4-t-2014 0.2306 61.2703 3.1601 45.3514 0.1570 41.1246 2.5219 32.5t48
5-t-20t4 0.1t21 34.7181 2.1199 24.1236 0.2363 73.2026 5.7980 62. 1,X38

6-1-2014 0.2523 80.3157 4.2106 54.8496 0.2132 86.9649 4.9581 62.6595
7-t-2014 0.2145 86.1093 4.1621 56.1619 o.2611 83.9838 5.2313 69.1174

Table 6: Accuracy Measures Day-wise during l-l-2014 to 7 -l-2014

Table 7: Accuracy Measures Day-wise during L-2-2014 to7-2-2014

Table 8: Accuracy Measures Day-wise during l-10-2014 to 7 -10-2014

In the predictions of I'' and 2"1 January 2014.

deviations from the regular daily pattern can be

diagnoscd in both ARIMA and ANN prcdictions.
This is owin-g to the holidays ol'the previous wcck
which sets within Christmas vacation hccause the

demand of the same time slot on the previous week is

one of the inputs in ANN methodology. However, thc
predictions have capturcd the daily and weekly
patterns of electricity demand as shown in Figure 5

Table 4 illustrates that ARIMA rrodellin-e results a

better accuracy compared to the ANN lor the flrst

week ofFebruary 2014.

Comparison of actual dcmand and predictcd demand

1br thc first week of Februnry 2014 shows that (Table

4 and Fi-eulc 6) application ol'ARIMA indicates a

better accuracy than ANN. Howevcr, both
approaches have becn unsuccessful to acquire thc

demand of 4th February which is a public holiday.
Also, the day aI'tcr the Independcnce Day is also
poorly lorecasted, as thc inputs to that day fbrecasts

consist of unusual day data.

Day
ARIMA ANN
NRMSE RMSE MAPE MAE NRMSE RMSE MAPE MAE

t-2-2014 0.1383 35.9112 2.3012 28.2262 0.1758 45.6365 2.1554 35.2660
2-2-2014 0.0933 26.4192 1.8326 20.0127 0.2646 74.7748 5.6888 62.82t5
3-2-2014 0.3967 122.0826 7.2145 103.4011 0.2238 68.8617 1.2126 s5.4851
4-2-2014 0.171t 234.26t7 18.6603 198.116 0.9228 218.1671 22.2259 236.835
5-2-2014 0.2113 97.0562 5.5811 18.21 0.3693 129.2624 8.3389 108.9475
6-2-2014 0.2206 66.0051 3.5164 49.8116 0.3052 91.3287 5.6t96 70.4719
7-2-2014 0.tI13 34.6488 2.258t 29.4917 0.2302 71.6631 2.9258 43.0051

Day
ARIMA ANN
NRMSE RMSE MAPE MAE NRMSE RMSE MAPE MAE

r-r0-2014 0.3689 r 13.7863 6.8,130 94.9601 0.2235 68.9450 4.1882 56.5008
2-t0-2014 0.2505 18.8657 4.4911 58.9610 0.2t92 69.0095 4.0802 55.3816
3-t0-2014 0.2985 9r.5506 4.6333 59.2600 0.il37 34.8568 2.1290 28.6940
4-t0-2014 0.2506 64.4021 1.1919 54.6840 0.2561 65.786t 4.3141 55.5242
5-10-20t4 0.2012 57.7893 4.4896 -50.2103 0.25 83 72.029t 4.6428 52.8097
6-10-20t4 0.2845 91.1579 4.9118 62.8256 0.2288 73.3096 4.3952 58.7150
7-10-2014 0.2820 78.0188 .5.4007 68.2925 0.2451 6',7.9701 4.4141 55.0932

1,L4
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2000

1500

1000

Actual demandVs Predicted demand for the week
t-1o-20t4 to 7-L0-2014

electricity load demand based on the historical data.

According to the accuracy measures given in Table 3,

4 and 5, ANN methodology provides better accuracy

than ARIMA for the considered week of October,

2014. For the considered weeks of January and

February 2014, ARIMA methodology provided

better predictions than ANN but the differences of
accuracy measures were very low. Thus, it is unable

to ignore either ANN or ARIMA as prediction

methodologies with less accuracy.

According to the results of Table 6, 7 and 8,

predictions made by using artificial neural networks

consisted ofbetter accuracy in some ofthe considered

days. However, ARIMA predictions also consisted of
better accuracy in some of the days during the

considered three weeks. When the prediction time

period goes to the end of the year, ANN methodology
provides more accurate and stable predictions.

According to the findings of this study, ARIMA and

ANN modellings need some improvements so as to

reduce the error associated with their predictions to

come up with better accuracy. Understanding the

effect of special days (e.g. holidays, festive days,

etc.,) on load demand is useful as such information
may be accommodated to ARIMA, ANN models to

improve their prediction accuracy.

In addition to that, weather components like rainfall

can be associated with ANN model to obtain

predictions with better accuracy because rainfall is

highly correlated with the load demand.
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For the prediction done fbr the flrst week of October,

2014 ANN methodology shows er higher accuracy

than ARIMA.

According to Figure 7, somc deviations can be

observed in the predictions obtained by ARIMA but

ANN predictions detronstratc more stability.

Actual demand Vs Predicted demand for the
week L-10-2014 to 7 -70-2014
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Figure 7: Actual Demand Vs Predicted Demand
obtained by ANN during l-10-2014 to 7-10-2014

4. CONCLUSIONS

Predictions with less accuracy were observed by the

implementations of existing techniques for half
hourly series and Seasonal ARIMA modelling

provides predictions with better accuracy according

to Somarathne etal. (2020). Existing techniques were

unable to capture the weekday-weekend pattern as

well as predictions were highly deviated according to

the involvement of holidays (Somarathne etal.2O2O).

Accordingly, this study proposed ANN technique in
addition to ARIMA in order to predict the next day
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